Volkssporting Association of British Columbia
CVF Director’s Walk
PT308 Ucluelet – 11 km – Rated 2B
This walk qualifies for the CVF Lighthouse Walking Program
The walk begins at the Municipal Building at 200 Main Street. Parking and washrooms (behind the
aquarium) are available.
*** means street is unnamed at this point
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From the Municipal Building, RIGHT on Main Street,
RIGHT on Fraser Lane.
LEFT on Imperial Lane to the end where it curves
right and turns into Otter St.***
RIGHT on Otter St. *** (0.5 km).
LEFT on Helen Rd. RIGHT on Alder St. (0.8 km)
LEFT on Peninsula Rd. (1.0 km)
RIGHT at HE-TIN-KIS Park, just past Terrace Beach
Resort. Toilets at Park. (2.1 km)
LEFT to follow Wild Pacific Trail (Lighthouse Loop).
RIGHT at the T junction to follow Wild Pacific Trail
(Coast walk). (2.2 km).
RIGHT to 2nd lookout. (2.6 km) After second lookout
(picnic table present), return to trail. RIGHT on trail.
Keep water on your right. DO NOT take stairs to the
left. (2.7 km)
Pass the Amphitrite Point Lighthouse. (3.5 km)
RIGHT on trail. Toilet on your left. (3.6 km)
Stay LEFT on signed Wild Pacific Trail. (4.1 km).
RIGHT at T junction. (4.2 km)
RIGHT at Y junction.
RIGHT at Y junction (toilets on your left). Cross paved
road (Coast Guard Rd***) (4.3 km) and continue on
trail.
LEFT at T junction (4.4 km)
RIGHT at Y junction signed to HE-TIN-KIS Park (4.5
km)
LEFT on Peninsula Rd.*** (4.7 km)
LEFT on Marine Dr. (5.7 km). Cross over to footpath
which begins on right side of road just past Victoria
Road.
LEFT where footpath crosses Marine Drive, RIGHT
and immediately LEFT on gravel trail (brown wooden
fence on right side of trail (6.6 km)
RIGHT at the T junction (6.7 km) Keep ocean on your
left.
RIGHT after Picnic Shelter to go up trail (toilet on right)
to Marine Drive*** (6.9 km)
LEFT on trail on left side of road and cross Marine
Drive at crosswalk. (7.2 km)
LEFT and cross Rainforest Drive and continue on trail
on the right hand side of Marine Drive.
Cross road (Marine Dr***) at Oceanwest (large rock
marker) to continue on Wild Pacific Trail. (7.5 km)

26. RIGHT at T junction (7.6 km) (sign shows Wild Pacific Trail
to the left.)

27. After 50 metres, LEFT downhill to a bench.
28. RIGHT at bench keeping fence and water on left and
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then straight at next bench (dedicated to Terry
Brailsford) (7.8 km)
LEFT at Y junction (7.9 km).
LEFT at T junction
LEFT at Y junction (small parking lot and washrooms
on your right)
LEFT at Y junction to overlook beach (8.0 km)
LEFT at T junction
RIGHT at Y junction (8.1 km) (small parking lot on
your right).
Ignore small trail on left. Cross paved road *** (8.3
km) and continue on trail.
RIGHT at T junction (8.4 km) with wire fence on your
left.
RIGHT at Y junction (just after "You Are Here” sign) to
follow sign to Forbes Rd. (8.5 km).
RIGHT at rough road
LEFT on paved road***.
Immediate RIGHT on Cynamocka Rd at fire hydrant
(8.6 km). When sidewalk ends, continue on road do not take the trail.
LEFT on Norah (9.2 km) when Cynamocka Rd
ends.
RIGHT on Peninsula Rd. (9.4 km)
LEFT at crosswalk in front of the Canadian Princess
Resort Hotel (9.5 km)
RIGHT on Peninsula Rd
LEFT on Lyche Rd (9.6 km) and walk on gravel
path around harbour.
Walk between the Telus phone booth and the building
to follow path beside the water.
When sidewalk ends (9.9 km), RIGHT to cross
Hemlock St. Go on Waterfront Dr. going by Island
West Lodge and Eagle’s Nest Marine Pub parking lot,
exiting on Bay St
RIGHT on Bay St*** (10.4 km)
LEFT on Cedar St to return to start. (10.7 km)

We hope you enjoyed our walk!
If there are any problems with the instructions or the map, please contact:
David Cattrall 250-598-4316, david.cattrall@telus.net

